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Treaty of the
European
Union,
Article 2

The Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity,
freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for
human rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minorities.
These values are common to the Member States in a society in
which pluralism, non‐discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and
equality between women and men prevail.

Europe’s Democracy Deficit – the standard view

In the European Union, the institution with
the most direct democratic mandate
– the European Parliament –
has the least agenda‐setting power.



The European Commission isn’t
elected directly, only indirectly by
the European Parliament (and
then only after the fix is in from
the European Council = leaders of
the Member States)



The European Parliament, which
is directly elected, cannot initiate
legislation, but has a veto.



The Council of Ministers, a co‐
legislator, only represents the
presidents/prime ministers and
cabinets of Member States, not
the Member States’ parliaments.



And courts are never “democratic”
in the sense of being responsive to
an electorate – even more so with
the European courts.



The European Union is composed of democratic Member States.



Therefore when a Member State
 nominates a commissioner,
 or sends its ministers to Council meetings,
 or is represented by its head of state/government at the European Council meetings,

EU itself becomes democratically legitimate because all of these people are sent to
Brussels by democratic governments.


The EU might be indirectly democratic, but it was democratic all the same.

The EU was built so that the
Member States are the democratic
foundation of the EU itself.
What happens to democracy of the
EU itself when its Member States
are no longer reliably democratic?
This is the new democracy deficit.
Much more threatening to
democratic viability in the EU
as a whole because
the EU institutions themselves
don’t have an independent
democratic mandate.
In this talk, I will review what the EU
can do about democratically failing
Member State(s) in its midst – and
what happens if it doesn’t do
anything.

Poland’s Kaczyński and Hungary’s Orbán facing down Europe













Fidesz’ constitutional revolution 2011‐2012
Capture of Constitutional Court and continued
attacks on the judiciary
Capture of independent institutions (electoral
commission, prosecutor, audit office, media
board, national bank)
Attacks on civil society organizations.
Attacks on academic freedom (CEU and
beyond).
Silencing of critical media (most recently,
Klubrádió was taken off the air)
Xenophobic, anti‐Roma, anti‐migrant & anti‐
Semitic mass campaigns
Massive corruption financed by EU funds
Rigging of 2014 & 2018 elections
Freedom House downgraded to ‘partly free’ in
2015 and ‘hybrid regime’ in 2019.

From the 2020
Varieties of Democracy
Report:
“The EU now has its first
non‐democratic
Member State:
Hungary is an
electoral authoritarian
regime
and is the most extreme
recent case of
autocratization.”

Arte‐TV recently produced a film
about Orbán and the EU,
quoting former Commission President Juncker’s
greeting of Orbán at the European Summit in
Latvia, May 2015.
For the film, see https://www.arte.tv/de/videos/099755‐
000‐A/hallo‐diktator/.

https://www.v‐
dem.net/media/filer_public/de/39/de39af54‐0bc5‐
4421‐89ae‐fb20dcc53dba/democracy_report.pdf

For the original incident, see
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/22/hello‐
9
dictator‐hungarian‐prime‐minister‐faces‐barbs‐at‐eu‐summit

PiS’s Leader Jaroslav Kaczyński 2011: ‘Viktor Orbán gave us an example of how we can win.
The day will come when we will succeed, and we will have Budapest in Warsaw.’

2015: PiS won Presidency and majority in the Sejm and Senate– and then immediately
packed the Constitutional Tribunal and turned state media into propaganda arm.
Since then, the PiS government has waged relentless attacks on the judiciary.
The PiS majority in the Sejm (2019) and the PiS President (2020) and were re‐elected.
Now broadening the attack – to media, abortion, civil society.
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No, not really.



The accession process
screened for commitment to
democracy and the rule of law
on the theory that once a
democracy, always a
democracy.



Once in the EU, Article 7 TEU
was supposed to protect
against backsliding.
Article 7 TEU:
Part 1: If EU values are in danger, 2/3rds of Parliament + 4/5ths of the Council
can give a warning (with no sanctions attached).
Part 2: If EU values are being breached, 2/3rds of Parliament plus a
UNANIMOUS Council can declare that there has been a breach.
Part 3: If a breach is declared, the EU can impose sanctions by QMV. Sanctions =
removing the vote of that Member State in the Council and cutting EU funds.

And now Orbán and Kaczyński have pledged to use their
“fellow‐traveler vetoes” to protect each other. So the EU is stuck.

HUNGARY:
• Every step of Orbán’s consolidation of
power has been legal.
• “Legalistic autocracy” because he
rewrote the constitution so the EU has
had difficulty finding violations.
• And at the start, Orbán was careful to
avoid violating EU law.
• The EU has done almost nothing.

POLAND:
• Kaczyński violated POLAND’S OWN laws
to seize the Constitutional Court and
attack the judiciary and media.
• Here, the EU acted quickly to bring
infringement actions and apply pressure.
• And then the EU gave up enforcing EU law.
The Von der Leyen Commission has done
very little.

Above: The Commission triggered
Article 7(1) against Poland
in December 2017.
Right top: The European Parliament
vote on the “Sargentini Report” that
triggered Article 7(1) against Hungary in
September 2018.
At right: Judith Sargentini.

The General Affairs Council
(Council of Ministers) has held a few
closed‐door hearings,
refused to release minutes,
and nothing has come of it.
Note – they don’t need unanimity.
“Only” 4/5ths.
And so far they are from 4‐6 states short
of the requisite supermajority.

Very little of the above
And a lot more of this 

What holds Europe back from
doing more?

Hungary’s and Poland’s Commissioners are in the Commission and their PMs are in the
European Council. Their cabinets are in the Council of Ministers. Their MEPs are in the
Parliament. They now often block decisions from within.
For
example,
holding the
EU budget
hostage.

Member States don’t
want to discipline their
own.

Financial Times, 23 May 2021:

Also, it depends who is in
the rotating presidency
because the presidency
sets the agenda for
Council meetings.
As of 1 July, Slovenia will
hold the rotating
presidency of the Council
of the European Union.
Slovenia’s PM Jansa is a
defender of Orbán.

“Jansa’s political career mirrors that of his close ally
Hungarian premier Viktor Orban. Both were anti‐
communist liberals who became hardline rightwing
Eurosceptics.”

Ostrich sculptures behind the European Parliament building in Brussels.
Maybe they could be moved over to the space between
the European Commission and the Council of Ministers?



More aggressive use of
infringement actions,
including “systemic”
Infringements.



Cutting EU funds through the
new Conditionality
Regulation, combined with
Common Provisions
Regulation and Financial
Regulation.



The ECJ to the Rescue? (It is
trying to address the
problem!)



In its two ECJ cases on Hungary’s
constitutional revolution of 2011‐
2012, Commission won on the law



But Hungary won on the facts,
because it got to install its own
people in leadership of the judiciary
and data protection office.

What’s wrong with this picture:


The EU law “hook” often misses the
political point – which was:
 Judicial independence
 Actual data protection



Few effective remedies.

The Commission’s two
“constitutional revolution” cases
made no difference in the
consolidation of Fidesz party control
over independent institutions.



The Commission sprung into action a second time
to enforce EU law against:



LEX CEU – the EU won, after CEU left the country.
The “Stop Soros” law against the NGOs – the EU won,
but is not enforcing the judgment.
 Various asylum law infringements – the EU keeps
winning but so Hungary just changes tactics to evade
the judgments and the EU does nothing in response.


The Commission won victories in all of these cases.



And it has failed to follow up, let alone to bring
infringement actions on obvious new violations of
EU law (e.g. the public interest foundations).



The Commission needs to:


The Orbán campaign against
George Soros

Broaden its infringement actions t0 deal with
systemic problems.
 Ask for interim measures so that things don’t get
worse while court cases are pending.
 Enforce quickly the judgments it wins.



Infringement actions were
brought against Poland alleging
violation of judicial
independence for tampering
with the Supreme Court and
creating the politically tainted
disciplinary chamber.



And the ECJ agreed, changing
EU law.



Problem is that the von der
Leyen/Jourova Commission has
failed to enforce the judgments.



And now Poland has learned it
can ignore them.

Another big difference between
Hungary and Poland:
Civil society has been much more
effectively mobilized in Poland than in
Hungary.

• Hungary and Poland objected
immediately – and so did the Council
Legal Service.
• The Parliament approved the
Regulation in 2019.
• And for two years the Council did
nothing – until the eve of budget
passage in late 2020.
The Juncker/Timmermans Commission
proposed in 2018 that the new EU budget
link rule of law conditionality to EU funds.
No rule of law = no funds from the EU.

• And then the Council weakened the
Regulation substantially:
• By requiring affirmative QMV (a
qualified majority must vote in
favor) instead of negative QMV
(funds are withheld unless a
qualified majority approves).

Definition of the rule of law (in Article 2):
‘The rule of law' refers to the Union values enshrined in Article 2TEU.
The rule of law includes the principles of

legality, implying a transparent, accountable, democratic and pluralistic
law‐making process;

legal certainty;

prohibition of arbitrariness of the executive powers;

effective judicial protection, including access to justice, by independent
and impartial courts, also as regards fundamental rights;

separation of powers;

and non‐discrimination and equality before the law.
The rule of law shall be understood having regard to the other Union values
and principles enshrined in Article 2 TEU.

The regulation is designed to
“protect[] the Union budget against breaches of the rule of law affecting its sound financial
management or . . . the financial interests of the Union.”
Note that this is not a punishment of a member state but a protection of EU funds.



Suspending payments
and commitments.



Prohibition on entering
new legal
commitments.

The measures taken
must be proportionate
and based on the
objective assessment of
evidence.
The EPP claims credit (above).



The regulation
requires that the
Commission
consider the
negative impact on
final beneficiaries
and find ways to
minimize this
negative impact.



But what if the final
beneficiaries are the
family and friends of
the prime minister?

The European Council conclusions of
December 2020:

With the budget at stake and
Merkel in the chair, the European
Council gutted the Conditionality
Regulation at the December 2020
summit.



No enforcement until HU and PL
challenge the law at the ECJ.



Guidelines (not required in the
regulation) must be written to
guide the use of the regulation.



An accused member state can take
the matter from the Council to the
European Council to discuss it
there.



And more.



None of this can be legally valid,
but the Commission is acting as if it
is.

In short: No.
Why not?



The Commission lacks political will.
Under Ursula von der Leyen, the
Commission has let all matters pertaining
to the rule of law atrophy.



Beyond the Commission, a decade of
German appeasement of Hungary and
Poland has ensured that they remain the
engines of the Germany economy.



European People’s Party refusal to
discipline Orbán and Fidesz (though they
are just moving a little, only now).



But also because the new conditionality
mechanism is too hard to use.
 Tied to direct connection to EU funds
and spending.
 Council QMV required for sanctions
(and Council has done NOTHING in 10
years on ROL issues).



The ECJ recognizes judicial
independence! 27 Feb. 2018,
Associação Sindical dos Juízes
Portugueses (Case C‐64/16).



ECJ established general obligation for
Member States to guarantee judicial
independence of their national courts.
Path‐breaking reasoning based on Art.
2, 4(3) and 19 TEU.



Timmermans Commission brought
cases to the ECJ to protect the
independence of the Polish judiciary.



The ECJ agreed!





Judicial retirement age violates EU law
Disciplinary chamber is politically tainted.

But then the von der Leyen/Jourova
Commission has not followed up in
enforcement.

First President Gersdorf of the
Polish Supreme Court
enters the Polish Supreme Court
after she had been fired,
with the public behind her.



The ECJ has ruled in favor of the “rule
of law” in every case that has been
brought so far.



The problem is the lack of cases.



The Commission has nearly given up
on infringements.



And while references to the Court are
plentiful, the Court can’t always reach
the key questions from the reference
cases.



How to fix this?
 Pressure on the Commission to bring

cases.
 Article 259 TFEU so that Member States
do what the Commission refuses to do.



The EU is built on mutual trust.



If the Commission doesn’t enforce EU
law, then Member States will engage
in self‐help (against the treaties).



Already we have seen:
 Celmer case – Irish courts and Polish

European Arrest Warrant
 Dutch case – refusing Polish Arrest
Warrant
 Norway – refusing to hold joint programs
with Polish judiciary.

In most international organizations,
treaty breaches are met by states acting
as if there is no treaty = self‐help.
But in the EU, self‐help is barred because
there is a central enforcer of the treaties =
the European Commission.



What if other Member States begin to
presume that rogue states are NOT
following EU law and therefore are
not deserving of “mutual respect”?



Without addressing the
democracy deficit in
the Member States,
the EU’s own existence
is precarious.



This NEW democracy
deficit is much more
threatening than the
old one.

Treaty of the
European
Union, Article 2
– pivot from rule
of law to
democracy?
The Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity,
freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for
human rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minorities.
These values are common to the Member States in a society in
which pluralism, non‐discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and
equality between women and men prevail.

1. The functioning of the Union shall be founded on representative
democracy.
2. Citizens are directly represented at Union level in the European
Parliament.
Member States are represented in the European Council by their Heads
of State or Government and in the Council by their governments,
themselves democratically accountable either to their national
Parliaments, or to their citizens.
3. Every citizen shall have the right to participate in the democratic life
of the Union. Decisions shall be taken as openly and as closely as
possible to the citizen.
4. Political parties at European level contribute to forming European
political awareness and to expressing the will of citizens of the Union.



What does democracy mean under the
EU treaties?
 More than mere voting.
 But the conditions for free and fair

elections.



Free and fair elections require:
 Level playing field of election rules






including a neutral election
administration.
Ability to form and maintain opposition
parties on an equal footing with
government parties.
Media environment that allows free
political debate.
Civil sector that can organize interest
groups to press democratic demands.
Prosecution service that does not target
the political opposition.
An independent judiciary to adjudicate
election claims, among other things.

How can we get cases to the ECJ?
A turbo‐charged Commission?
Member States defending the EU?
References from national judges?



The European Union presumes that the Member States are representative
democracies.



This matters for decisions internal to the EU as well as the enforcement of
EU values and EU law in the Member States.



A lack of political will in addressing democratic backsliding has created a
democratic crisis for the EU as a whole.



Article 7 is the right solution – but it has been made impossible to use.



So – we need the other Member States to recognize the challenge, and
we need to think about enforcing the democracy clause of Article 2 together
with Article 10 TEU.



Or, for non‐lawyers, we need to recognize that the EU is a community of
fate and that it is everyone’s business what happens inside each Member
State.

It’s time to treat this as the crisis that it is.

